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Customer Feature
DateWhenConsentIsNoLongerNeeded configuration value is now 2019-01-01
[ RENO-14623, Resolved, As e-helse I want a new date for DateWhenConsentIsNoLongerNeeded ]

When viewing "helfo søknad" AB medication headers should no longer be repeated.
[ RENO-14552, Resolved, As a programmer I want to update the M2/M12 stylesheet ]

Customer Defect
Fix date field appearing on 2 lines when printing a medication review report.
[ RENO-14626 (Bug 172685), Resolved, Bug 172685: Utskrift Legemiddelgjennomgang og Helfo: the date field appears on 2
lines ]

Fixed Instituert av from AR and HPR person not showing in LIB after prescription is sent to RF and the
prescriber name is the same as the institued by name.
[ RENO-14625 (Bug 172628), Resolved, Bug 172628: Instituert av from AR and HPR person, does not show in LIB after
prescription is sent to RF ]

Fixed error when trying to open samstemming after a combined RF/KJ lookup
[ RENO-14622 (Bug 172534), Resolved, Bug 172534: Error occurs on some patiens when doing RF and KJ lookups simultaneously
]

Kur prescriptions are no longer missing from M25.1 stylesheet output
[ RENO-14621 (Bug 172512), Resolved, Bug 172512: Kur prescriptions missing from M25.1 stylesheet output ]

Fixed "Medication Review" translation
[ RENO-14620 (Bug 172426), Resolved, Bug 172426: Legemiddelgjennomgang: Missing translations ]

"Virkestoff" report filter now, works properly for "virkestoff" with characters like "(, ), [, ], +, *, \, {, }, ., ?"
[ RENO-14609 (Bug 172190), Resolved, Bug 172190: SLV-varsel: no result when filtering on virkestoff ]

Users are now able to sort by title on the Rapportliste screen
[ RENO-14604 (Bug 172210), Resolved, Bug 172210: Rapportliste: not able to sort by title ]

Prescription of type A with "yrkesskade refusjon" and slv application will be printed on A-form with text
"Yrkesskade" and slv application with text "Yrkesskade" below the prescription text.
Prescriptions of type A with "yrkesskade refusjon" will be printed on A-form with text "Yrkesskade" below the
prescription text.
Prescriptions of type B, C or F with "yrkesskade refusjon" and slv application will be printed with slv
application with text "Yrkesskade" below the prescription text.
Prescriptons of type B, C or F with "yrkesskade refusjon" will be printed on white form with text "Yrkesskade"
below the prescription text.
[ RENO-14601 (Bug 172172), Resolved, Bug 172172: Opioid prescription on yrkesskade is still on BLÅ RESEPT when print out and
adds an extra page with white print out not good looking on new patient ]

Report tab headers show type of predefined report with a counter now instead of the name given by the
user.
[ RENO-14563 (Bug 171398), Resolved, Bug 171398: The tab header (for the predefined reports) are missing an id (an
incrementing number) ]

No predefined reports include deleted prescriptions.
[ RENO-14562 (Bug 171315), Resolved, Bug 171315: Deleted prescriptions are not visible in the Fylkesmann report ]

Defect

In report view when generating report no recall drafts should be reported as recalled and no other type of
items should show up as not recalled with a recall date.
[ RENO-14610, Resolved, Items can show as recalled = 'no' with a recalled date in generated reports ]

SLV varsel report are now sorted by patient name and then ATC code by default. When a predefined report
has a default sorting it can be edited via the sorting dialog, if that dialog is available for editing.
[ RENO-14606, Resolved, No default sorting for SLV varsel report ]

When lib has draft renewals, the original prescriptions should show up in reports which exclude "normal"
drafts ("kladder").
[ RENO-14544, Resolved, No drafts shown in medication review report ]

Medication items generated before the last medication review are no longer counted towards medication
review.
[ RENO-14523, Resolved, User is prompted for another medication review after having done one already ]

When searching for patients in report view DNR numbers have the string "(DNR)" added at the end.
[ RENO-14457, Resolved, DNRs are not identified like HNRs in the patient filter search window when generating reports ]

